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A B S T R A C T

In this paper, three control methods—iterative learning control (ILC), repetitive control (RC), and run-to-run control (R2R)—are studied and compared. Some mathematical transformations allow ILC, RC, and R2R to be described in a uniform framework that highlights their similarities. These methods, which play an important role in controlling repetitive processes and run-based processes, are collectively referred to as learning-type control in this paper. According to the classification adopted in this paper, learning-type control has two classes—direct form and indirect form. The main ideas and designing procedures for these two patterns are introduced, separately. Approximately 400 papers related to learning-type control are categorized. Statistical analysis of the resulting data reveals some promising fields for learning-type control. Finally, a flowchart based on the unique features of the different methods is presented as a guideline for choosing an appropriate learning-type control for different problems.
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1. Introduction

The control methods of iterative learning control (ILC), repetitive control (RC), and run-to-run control (R2R) were originally proposed in different fields, to address different problems, and were proposed by different authors; therefore, they have different formulations, different specializations, and different defining characteristics. All of them, however, use previous information to design a new control signal. That is to say, these methods can “learn” from experience to improve control performance, so ILC, RC, and R2R are categorized as learning-type control. In this paper, these three methods are reviewed in alphabetical order and given equal priority.

The similarities between ILC, RC, and R2R have been noted by other scholars. For example, in [1], ILC and RC were compared based on experimental results. Some similarities between ILC and R2R were mentioned in [2]. In 2007, Prof. J.H. Lee and Prof. K.S. Lee presented an overview of ILC [3], in one section of which RC and R2R were compared with ILC. However, to the best knowledge of the authors, there is no existing paper in which these three methods have been compared in detail. This article will describe ILC, RC, and R2R in a uniform mathematical framework and illustrate their essential similarities.

Many books and surveys have focused on ILC, RC, or R2R, individually. Each of them cite many references; for example, an overview paper on ILC [4] has 514 references; a survey on repetitive control [5] includes 107 references; while a survey about run-to-run control [6] cites 42 references. It is inappropriate to re-catalogue all those citations. Hence, only references indispensable to this paper are cited; those references not cited have been omitted for space concerns only. To capture the information in additional references, about 400 articles are reviewed and categorized in Section 6; however, the majority of them are not cited as references.

The preceding categorization reveals which fields have numerous reported works and which fields are more open in terms of research opportunities. Based on these observations, some promising directions will be introduced, which will be helpful for theoretical studies in learning-type control.

In general, for a process that is repetitive and/or cyclic in nature, the learning-type control method should be the first choice for control. The specific type of learning-type control should then be selected according to the characteristics of the process. Some guidelines for choosing the appropriate learning-type control method for different problems will be introduced; these will be valuable for people who are interested in using learning-type control methods, particularly for non-experts.

The objectives of this paper include: (1) describing ILC, RC, and R2R in a uniform mathematical framework and illustrating their similarities; (2) making clear their distinctions; (3) revealing some promising directions for the future; and (4) presenting guidelines for choosing the appropriate learning-type control methods.

In the following, both “continuous process” and “continuous system” will be mentioned; however, they are often taken to be the same thing by mistake; hence, their definitions will be presented first. Most processes can be divided into two classes—batch processes and continuous processes. In general, batch processes, which run intermittently, are best suited to low-volume and high-value products, while continuous processes are good at making high volume products continuously. A dynamic system is a function of time, and it likewise can be classified in two ways. If the time variables only hold discrete values, the system is called a discrete-time system, or discrete system for short. While if the time variables hold continuous values, the system is considered a continuous-time system, or continuous system for short. Hence, “continuous process” and “continuous system” are different concepts based on distinct standards. A continuous process may be discrete-time or continuous-time. Similarly, a continuous system can be achieved by a continuous process as well as a batch process.

This paper focuses mainly on discrete systems, for two reasons. First, discrete learning-type control is easier to use. Information storage is difficult in continuous systems, so in practice continuous systems are usually approximated by discrete models for the purpose of designing a learning-type controller. Second, the continuous system under repetitive control is infinite dimensional, while the discrete system under repetitive control is finite dimensional, which is easier to study. In addition, most learning-type controls have been used in linear systems, and even when the system is nonlinear, the learning-type control is designed based on a linear model of the nonlinear system in most cases. Hence, the systems considered in this paper are limited to discrete systems.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: The conventional learning-type methods are introduced and compared in Section 2. Section 3 discusses how to use real-time information, which introduces one of the main differences between ILC/RC and R2R. Direct learning-type control is discussed in Section 4 and the indirect learning-type control is introduced in Section 5. Topical publications are reviewed and categorized in Section 6. A brief outlook is presented in Section 7. A guideline for choosing the appropriate learning-type control law is introduced in Section 8. Section 9 gives the conclusions.

2. Overview of ILC, RC, and R2R

2.1. Iterative learning control

In 1978, Uchiyama presented the initial explicit formulation of ILC in Japanese [7]. In 1984, Arimoto et al. first introduced this method in English [8]. These contributions are widely considered to be the origins of ILC. One motivation for the development of ILC is the industrial robot, which repeats the same task from trial to trial. Humans can learn from repeat training, and scholars have tried to find a scheme to implement such a learning ability in the automatic operation of dynamic systems. This scheme is known as iterative learning control, and has mainly focused on batch processes.

A batch process, which repetitively performs a given task over a period of time (called a batch or trial), can be described as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\dot{x}(t+1, k) &= Ax(t, k) + Bu(t, k) + w(t, k) \\
y(t, k) &= Cx(t, k) + v(t, k)
\end{align*}
\]

(1)

where \( x \in \mathbb{R}^n \), \( u \in \mathbb{R}^p \), \( y \in \mathbb{R}^m \), \( w \in \mathbb{R}^q \), and \( v \in \mathbb{R}^r \) denotes states, inputs, outputs, disturbances or uncertainties, and measurement noise, respectively; \( A, B, \) and \( C \) are the system matrices with appropriate dimensions; \( t \) denotes different time step and \( T \) is the duration of each batch, and \( k \) is the batch index. Because the initial state of each batch can usually be reset in many applications, the following assumption is widely used in existing publications,
The common control objective for batch processes is to make the outputs track the reference trajectory $y_r(t)$ as closely as possible. Due to (2), $y(0,k) = y_0$, where $y_0$ is available. Hence, $y_r(0) = y_0$ is required in the earlier period of development of ILC [8]. The results of theoretical analysis show that this constraint on the reference is not required in the current batch, where $K$ is determined by the inputs of the previous batch, where $K$ is called the learning gain matrix. This type of ILC is called proportional-type ILC (P-type ILC). In most cases, P-type ILC is used as follows:

$$u(t,k) = u(t,k-1) + K_{ILC} e(t,k-1)$$

(4)

The inputs in the current batch are determined by the inputs of the previous batch plus the proportional contribution of tracking error in the previous batch, where $K_{ILC}$ is the learning gain matrix. This type of ILC is called proportional-type ILC (P-type ILC). In most cases, P-type ILC is used as follows:

$$u(t,k) = u(t,k-1) + K_{ILC} e(t+1,k-1)$$

(5)

For a delay-free system in Eq. (1), if $x(t,k) = x(t,k-1)$ and $u(t,k) = u(t,k-1)$, then $e(t+1,k)$ can be approximated to $e(t+1,k-1)$. Therefore, $e(t+1,k-1)$ can be considered the prediction of $e(t+1,k)$ in some sense; hence, it is reasonable to use $e(t+1,k-1)$ to update $u(t,k)$, which will determine $e(t+1,k)$, as shown in (5). If the information after $t$ in previous batch is used to design $u(t,k)$, this kind of ILC is called phase-lead type ILC [10] or anticipatory-type ILC [11].

ILC can be described in the following general formulation:

$$u(t,k) = Q_{ILC}(u(t,k-1)) + Q(t,k)$$

(6)

where $Q_{ILC}(u(t,k-1))$ is called the feedforward part of ILC; $Q(t,k)$ is called the updating law for ILC; $Q_{ILC}(\cdot)$ is called the Q-filter. Specially, if $Q_{ILC}(u) = Q \times u$, where $Q$ is a scalar within $(0, 1)$, it is also called the forgetting factor. A frequently used form of Q-filter is

$$Q_{ILC}(u(t,k)) = \alpha_1 u(t+1,k) + \alpha_0 u(t,k) + \alpha_2 u(t-1,k)$$

(7)

where $2\alpha_1 + \alpha_0 = 1$. In this case, the Q-filter can be considered a weighted-average operator in a symmetrical window. In general, the Q-filter can improve the robustness of ILC to high frequency uncertainties but results in non-zero final tracking error. In much of the literature, $Q_{ILC}(u) = u$. Most linear updating laws can be written in the following form:

$$r(t,k) = L_{ILC}(e(t,k-1))$$

(8)

where $L_{ILC}(\cdot)$ is called the L-filter. For example, if $L_{ILC}(e) = K_{ILC} \times e$, this leads to a P-type ILC; if $L_{ILC}(e(t,k)) = K_{ILC} \times (e(t,k) - e(t-1,k))$, this is a D-type ILC.

### 2.2 Repetitive control

In 1981, the concept of repetitive control was originally developed [12,13]. The initial motivations and representative examples include the rejection of periodic disturbances in a power supply control application [12] and the tracking of periodic reference inputs in a motion control application [13]. RC is mainly used in continuous processes for tracking or rejecting periodic exogenous signals. In most cases, the period of the exogenous signal is known.

The internal model principle (IMP) proposed by Francis and Wonham [14] is the theoretical foundation of RC. According to IMP, to track or reject a certain signal without steady-state error, the signal can be regarded as the output of an autonomous generator that is inside the control system. Any periodic signal with period $T$ can be generated by the free time-delay system shown in Fig. 1 with an appropriate initial function. A controller containing this generator is known as a repetitive controller.

Consider a linear system $Y(z^{-1}) = G(z^{-1})U(z^{-1})$, where $z^{-1}$ is the backward shift operator; $G$ is the transfer function; and $Y$ and $U$ are the z-transformations of outputs and inputs, respectively. The control objective is such that the output follows a given trajectory $R(z^{-1})$ with known period $T$. The simplest RC for this problem can be designed as shown in Fig. 2, where $K_{RC}$ is termed the repetitive control gain. This kind of RC is also called P-type RC. The control objective of RC is to find an appropriate $K_{RC}$ such that the tracking error $E(z^{-1})$ converges to zero as time approaches infinity. The transfer function for this RC is

$$U(z^{-1}) = \frac{K_{RC}z^{-T}}{1-z^{-1}} E(z^{-1})$$

(9)

A more general formulation of RC is shown in Fig. 3, where $Q_{RC}(z^{-1})$ and $L_{RC}(z^{-1})$ are called the Q-filter and the L-filter, respectively. The transfer function for the general RC is

$$U(z^{-1}) = \frac{z^{-1}L_{RC}(z^{-1})}{1-z^{-1}Q_{RC}(z^{-1})} E(z^{-1})$$

(10)

![Fig. 1. Generator of periodic signal.](image)

![Fig. 2. Block diagram of the simplest repetitive control.](image)
There are various schemes to design the Q-filter and the L-filter to improve the robustness of RC. A frequently used form of Q-filter is

$$Q_{\text{RC}}(z^{-1}) = z_0 + z_1 z^{-1}$$

where $2z_1 + z_0 = 1$. Two frequently used forms for L-filter are $L_{\text{RC}}(z^{-1}) = K_{\text{RC}}$ and $L_{\text{RC}}(z^{-1}) = K_{\text{RC}} \times (1 - z^{-1})$.

2.3. Run-to-run control

Run-to-run (or run-by-run) control was first proposed by Sachs and his co-workers at MIT in the beginning of 1990s [15, 16]. The main motivation for development of run-to-run control is the lack of in situ measurements for the product qualities of interest. A typical example is semiconductor manufacturing, where the goal is to control qualities, such as film thickness or electrical properties, which are difficult or impossible to measure in real-time. The considered process can be divided into several runs, which are similar to batch processes but more extensive, so it is named run-based process in this paper. Because only sparsely sampled outputs are available, a linear regression model is used to describe the process:

$$y(k) = Au(k) + b(k) + \varepsilon(k)$$

where $k = 1, 2, \ldots$ denotes run index; $y \in \mathbb{R}^m$ is the system output; $u \in \mathbb{R}^p$ is the input (recipe); $A$ is the slope coefficients matrix; $b$ is the drift coefficients matrix; and $\varepsilon$ denotes disturbances. For simplicity, it is assumed that $m = p$ in this section; for other cases, please refer to pages 72–74 in [17]. The target for $y$ is denoted as $y^\ast$. If $A$ and $b$ is known, then the optimal control for system (12) is

$$u(k) = A^{-1}(y^\ast - b(k))$$

(13)

Mismatched between model and system are unavoidable in practical application, and system variations occur from run-to-run sometimes, so an iterative scheme is proposed to update the estimation of $b$:

$$b(k) = \lambda y(k - 1) - Au(k - 1)] + (1 - \lambda)b(k - 1)$$

(14)

The preceding algorithm is called exponentially weighted moving average (EWMA) filter [17], where $0 < \lambda < 1$ is an adjustable tuning parameter for the EWMA filter. Combining (13) with (14) produces

$$b(k) = \lambda y(k - 1) - Au(k - 1)] + (1 - \lambda)b(k - 1)$$

hence

$$u(k) = u(k - 1) + \lambda A^{-1}y^\ast - y(k - 1)$$

(16)

This algorithm is called EWMA-type R2R or P-type R2R. A more general form of R2R is as follows,

$$u(k) = \varphi u(k - 1) - r(k)$$

(17)

where $0 < \varphi < 1$ is the forgetting factor and $r(k)$ is called the updating law for R2R.

2.4. Comparison and uniform formulation

From (6) and (10), it can be found that the control signals produced by ILC and RC are functions of time, so the inputs have profile in each batch or period. From (17), it is known that the inputs determined by R2R are constant in each run; in other words, they have no profile. In [18], a general procedure algorithm was introduced to design R2R. In the first step of this algorithm, the input profile for run $k$, $u_k(t)$, was parameterized as $U(t, v_k)$. Then the conventional R2R was used to update $v_k$. Therefore, $v_k$ has no profile; however, the final control signal $u_k(t)$ has a profile, but the structure of the profile function is fixed. These statements are included in Table 1. To achieve frequent updates of the control signal from ILC and/or RC, there should be multiple measurements; while in R2R, sparsely sampled output measurements are enough to allow for the control update.

Therefore, the differences between ILC, RC, and R2R are reasonably distinct. Next, it will be shown that they can be described in a uniform framework. First, RC will be reformulated in time-domain.

From (10), it is found that

$$u(t) = Q_{\text{RC}}u(t - T) + L_{\text{RC}}\varepsilon(t - T)$$

(18)

For convenience, the following operator is introduced.

$$\tilde{\varepsilon}(\tau, k) = \varepsilon(t, k) \quad \text{where} \ k = \lfloor t/T \rfloor; \ \tau = t - kT, \ \varepsilon = u, y, e$$

(19)
rewritten as \( \text{Eq. (19)} \), called the batch-operator for short, divides the continuous sequence into several batches. By using the batch-operator, \( (18) \) can be rewritten as

\[
\hat{u}(t, \bar{k}) = Q_{\text{RC}} \hat{u}(\bar{t}, \bar{k} - 1) + L_{\text{RC}} \hat{e}(\bar{t}, \bar{k} - 1)
\]

(20)

From (7) and (11), it can be seen that \( Q_{\text{ILC}} \) and \( Q_{\text{RC}} \) are identical; similarly, \( L_{\text{ILC}} \) and \( L_{\text{RC}} \) are also identical. According to (6) and (8), RC has been transformed to ILC. Next, ILC will be transformed to R2R. From (1), it is found that

\[
\tilde{Y}(k) = \hat{A} \tilde{U}(k) + \hat{b}(k) + \hat{e}(k)
\]

(21)

where

\[
\begin{align*}
\tilde{Y}(k) &= \begin{bmatrix} y(0, k) \\ \vdots \\ y(T - 1, k) \end{bmatrix}, \\
\hat{A} &= \begin{bmatrix} C & A \\ \vdots & \vdots \\ C A^T - 2 C & 0 \end{bmatrix}, \\
\hat{b}(k) &= \begin{bmatrix} C A \\ \vdots \\ C A^T - 1 \end{bmatrix} x(0, k), \\
\hat{e}(k) &= \begin{bmatrix} w(0, k) \\ \vdots \\ w(T - 1, k) \end{bmatrix} + \begin{bmatrix} v(0, k) \\ \vdots \\ v(T - 1, k) \end{bmatrix}
\end{align*}
\]

Therefore, the preceding equations transformed a dynamic system (1) into a static model, which is called a lifted system or a lifted model [19]. The similarities between (21) and (12) is evident. ILC (4) can be rewritten as

\[
\tilde{U}(k) = \hat{U}(k - 1) + K_{\text{ILC}} \tilde{E}(k - 1)
\]

(22)

where

\[
K_{\text{ILC}} = \text{diag} \left\{ K_{\text{ILC}} \right\}, \\
\tilde{E}(k - 1) = \begin{bmatrix} e(0, k - 1) \\ \vdots \\ e(T - 1, k - 1) \end{bmatrix}
\]

If there is a \( Q \)-filter (7), the following gain matrix should be added to multiply \( \tilde{U}(k - 1) \) in (22).

\[
\tilde{Q} = \begin{bmatrix} 0 & 0 & \cdots & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & \cdots & 0 \\ \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\ 0 & 0 & \cdots & 0 \end{bmatrix}
\]

(24)

Similarly, the \( L \)-filter (8) can be expressed as a gain matrix. Therefore, a linear ILC can be transformed to a lifted form (22), which can be considered R2R.

Through transforming RC to ILC and transforming ILC to R2R, a uniform framework for ILC, RC, and R2R can be introduced as follows,

\[
\tilde{U}(k) = Q \tilde{U}(k - 1) + F(\tilde{Y}(k - 1), y_e)
\]

(25)

where \( \tilde{U} \) denotes the inputs in R2R or input sequence in ILC and/or RC; \( F(\cdot, \cdot) \) is a linear or nonlinear function of previous information and set-point. This united form reveals the essence of learning-type control methods—learning from previous experience to improve the new control signal. For convenience, the “batch” in batch processes, “period” in continuous processes, and “run” in run-based processes are called “cycle” for uniformity.

3. Real-time information

The measurement information in the current cycle is denoted real-time information. As shown in (25), real-time information is not used in the learning-type control law. To improve the robustness of learning-type control to non-repetitive variations in cycle direction, real-time information should be integrated.

3.1. Real-time ILC

Usually, real-time information can be included in one of two ways: either based on a real-time updating law or based on “plug-in type”.

For the first type, ILC is chosen as (6) and the updating law has the following form,

\[
r(t, k) = r_p(t, k) + r_e(t, k)
\]

(26)

where \( r_p(t, k) \) and \( r_e(t, k) \) are terms based on the information in previous and current cycles, respectively. It has been discussed in Section 2.1 how to design \( r_p(t, k) \), as shown in (8). All these methods can be used to design \( r_e(t, k) \), except for the anticipatory-type.

The phrase “plug-in type” is borrowed from RC, as stated in Section 3.2. The typical form of plug-in type ILC [20] is

\[
u(t, k) = u_{\text{RT}}(t, k) + u_{\text{ILC}}(t, k)
\]

(27)

where \( u_{\text{RT}}(t, k) \) is a normal real-time feedback controller, such as PID, MPC; \( u_{\text{ILC}}(t, k) \) is a normal ILC.

3.2. Real-time RC

Similar to Section 3.1, all RCs with real-time information can also be divided into two classes. The simplest real-time updating law based RC is shown in Fig. 4. The transfer function of this controller is

\[
U(z^{-1}) = \frac{K_{\text{RC}}}{1 - z^{-1}} E(z^{-1})
\]

(28)

Plug-in type RC is another popular way for including real-time information [21]. The general block diagram of plug-in type RC is shown in Fig. 5. The main idea is that there are two channels from tracking error to control input—one is a conventional RC, and another is a real-time feedback control.

![Fig. 4. The simplest real-time updating law based repetitive control.](image-url)
3.3. Real-time Information and R2R

In our opinion, real-time information cannot be used in R2R control. There are two reasons. First, it is commonly assumed that frequent measurements are not available for designing R2R; otherwise, ILC or RC would be a better choice. Second, even if frequent measurements are available, according to causality, the inputs should be determined before the measured outputs in current cycle are available. This issue will be further discussed in Section 5.

3.4. Fusion of ILC and RC

Whether the control method can accommodate real-time information is one of the main distinctions between ILC/RC and R2R. Next the essential distinctions between ILC and RC will be examined.

From Sections 2.1, 2.2 and 2.4, it can be observed that there are two main differences between ILC and RC. First, ILC and RC are typically applied in batch processes and continuous processes, respectively. Second, ILC and RC were developed in the time-domain and the frequency-domain, respectively. Considering the first distinction, however, ILC has been successively applied to continuous processes with periodic inputs [22]. This kind of ILC is also called no-reset ILC [23]. The second distinction has been mentioned implicitly in the literature, for example, in page 1163 of [5], it was stated that “most analysis and design of repetitive control are performed in the frequency-domain, which makes the nonlinear study more difficult than ILC developed in the state space”; in page 546 of [24], it was presented that “RC is primarily a frequency-domain technique”. However, there is no reported work stating this distinction explicitly, which is one of the motivations for this paper.

Because ILC and RC were designed by using different tools, they have different formulations, but their essential features are nearly equivalent, and the only criteria to distinguish ILC and RC are time-domain or frequency-domain formulation. In this section, ILC and RC are considered to be the same algorithm, labeled ILC/RC.

Now the 2-dimensional (2D) model frequently used in designing ILC will be introduced [25]. Define

\[
\Delta^I \tilde{z}(t,k) = \tilde{z}(t,k) - \tilde{z}(t-1,k),
\]

\[
\Delta^K \tilde{z}(t,k) = \tilde{z}(t,k) - \tilde{z}(t,k-1); \quad \tilde{z} = x, u, y
\]  

(29)

Given \( Q_{lc} = 1 \) in (6), it is obtained that

\[
\Delta^I u(t,k) = r(t,k)
\]  

(30)

From (1) and (30), it can be found that

\[
\Delta^K x(t+1,k) = A \Delta^K x(t,k) + Br(t,k) + \Delta^K w(t,k)
\]  

(31)

From (1) and (3), it can be found that

\[
e(t+1,k) = e(t+1,k-1) - CA^I x(t+1,k) - \Delta^K v(t+1,k)
\]

\[
= e(t+1,k-1) - CA^K x(t,k) - CB^I r(t,k)
\]

\[
- CA^K w(t,k) - \Delta^K v(t+1,k)
\]  

(32)

Combining (31) and (32), the following can be obtained,

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
A & 0 \\
-C & I
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
\Delta^K x(t+1,k) \\
e(t+1,k)
\end{bmatrix}
+ \begin{bmatrix}
0 & 0 \\
1 & -I
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
\Delta^K w(t,k) \\
0 & 1
\end{bmatrix}
= \begin{bmatrix}
B \\
-CB
\end{bmatrix}
\]  

(33)

or

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
A & 0 \\
-C & I
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
\Delta^K x(t+1,k) \\
e(t+1,k)
\end{bmatrix}
+ \begin{bmatrix}
0 & 1 \\
-C & -I
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
\Delta^K w(t,k) \\
0 & -1
\end{bmatrix}
= \begin{bmatrix}
B \\
-CB
\end{bmatrix}
\]  

(34)

Models (33) and (34) are the 2D Fornasini–Marchesini model and the 2D Roesser model, respectively [26]. Based on these transformations, designing ILC/RC for batch process (1) is equivalent to designing a feedback control for a 2D system (33) or (34). As pointed out in [27], the convergence properties of ILC can be studied in two directions: the time direction (t-direction) and the batch direction (k-direction). Using the lifted model introduced in Section 2.4, only the stability of the closed-loop system in k-direction can be studied, so the controlled system is generally assumed to be open-loop stable. This assumption can be removed in the 2D model framework. Hence, the 2D model framework provides more freedom than the lifted model.

Based on the 2D model, the comparison of ILC, RC, and R2R is given in Table 1. In row 2, repetitive processes include repetitive batch processes, continuous processes with periodic exogenous inputs, and periodic continuous processes [28]. In row 3, dynamic model include state space model and transfer function. The formulations of these two models were introduced in Sections 2.1 and 2.2. These kinds of processes have good repetitive nature, such as even cycle durations, while run-based processes have more flexibility, for example, the duration might have huge variations from cycle to cycle, as explained in Sections 5 and 8. In row 6, the control structures under learning-type control laws are compared. Because the real-time information is not used in R2R, the system under R2R is open-loop in the t-direction.

There are two application modes to use the learning-type control. First, the learning-type control method is used to determine the control signal directly, and this kind of learning-type control is called direct learning-type control. Second, there is a local
feedback controller in each cycle and the learning-type control is used to update the parameter settings of the local controller, so this kind is called indirect learning-type control. The methods that can be used for designing direct learning-type control and indirect learning-type control will be discussed in Section 4 and in Section 5, respectively.

4. Direct learning-type control

In principle, all feedback control methods can be used in plug-in type ILC/RC, so plug-in type ILC/RC will not be included in this section. There are a number of papers on higher-order ILC/RC [29,30], but they are outside the scope of this paper.

4.1. Direct ILC

The structure of updating law is the key point of designing ILC. PID-type [31,32] should be the most common structures of the updating law. Because the stability analysis is convenient, optimal control scheme [33] is often used to design the updating law. Due to its superior abilities to deal with constraints, nonlinearities, and multi-variants, model predictive control (MPC) has been used widely to design the updating law [34–36]. From (42) in [35], it is easy to find that MPC-based ILC is an anticipatory-type ILC. In [37], convergence property of constrained MPC-based ILC was investigated. In addition, some nonlinear algorithms, such as neural network [38] and fuzzy logic [39], have been used to design the updating law. Dynamic output feedback control might be a promising candidate for ILC’s updating law [40]. In our opinion, ILC is such a flexible framework that most existing feedback control methods can be used to design the updating law.

There are mature methods for design of the Q-filter. In many cases, it is chosen as Q = 1. Another common way is designing the Q-filter as (7).

After the structure of ILC has been determined, there might exist some unknown terms, such as states and parameters, so some schemes are needed to estimate these unknown terms. For instance, the system states included in ILC can be estimated by Kalman filter [41] or state observers [42]; some design parameters of ILC, such as the learning gain, can be searched by a recursive algorithm [43]; some system parameters can be identified by an online system identification scheme [44].

After the ILC design is completed, the stability of the closed-loop system under ILC should be analyzed. The Lyapunov theorem and its deductions [45] are basic methods for this problem. The lifted model introduced in Section 2.4 and the 2D model introduced in Section 3.4 are good frameworks for stability analysis of ILC.

4.2. Direct RC

When developed in the frequency-domain, all RCs are linear control algorithms (this statement will be further discussed in Section 6). Similarly to Section 4.1, three steps are taken to design an RC: designing the L-filter, designing the Q-filter, including an estimation scheme.

Designing the L-filter for RC is equivalent to designing a linear updating law for ILC. PID-type methods should be the main schemes for this issue.

The Q-filter design methods for RC are similar to that for ILC. The L-filter and Q-filter were first proposed in RC field and then transplanted to ILC field; therefore, the design procedures of these filters are similar for ILC and RC.

Due to the limitations of frequency-domain framework, estimation schemes are seldom used in RC. In general, the transfer function model is used for designing RC, so there is no system state to estimate. In some special cases, schemes may be needed to estimate other parameters. In [46], a recursive least-squares parameter identification algorithm was used to update the L-filter of RC, and the integrated control law had been experimentally applied to pulse-width modulated inverter.

The small gain theorem [47] is a popular tool for analysis of the stability of an RC [48]. After transforming the closed-loop system to linear fractional transformation (LFT) form, μ analysis and synthesis method (structured singular value method) can be used to analyze the stability [49].

4.3. Direct R2R

There are two ways to design R2R. In the first way, choosing the control as (13), schemes are designed to estimate b or A. EWMA introduced in Section 2.3 is the main method to update the estimation of b. Predictor–corrector control (PCC) algorithm, introduced on page 69 of [17], can be considered an expansion of the EWMA that adds an explicit model for drift. In [50], a recursive least-squares (RLS) algorithm was used to estimate b. In few cases, b is fixed and A is estimated from cycle to cycle, as introduced in [51]. It needs be pointed out that multiplicative parameters are much more difficult to estimate than additive ones.

Another way to design R2R is by first choosing R2R as (17) and then designing an updating law and forgetting factor. Due to the simplicity of R2R, there is little freedom for updating law design. P-type updating law is the main form [18,52].

The stability analysis for R2R is much easier than that for the previous cases. Lyapunov’s direct method is the main method for this issue [33].

5. Indirect learning-type control

In the case of indirect learning-type control, there are two loops in the closed-loop system as shown in Fig. 6: the inner loop is the local controller and while the outer loop is the learning-type control algorithm. In this case, the learning-type control acts as a supervision or optimization module for the closed-loop system under the local controller. In fact, R2R was originally proposed in this form. In [16], an indirect R2R was proposed for plasma etching, where the local controller was designed by using the algorithms proposed in [54] and R2R was used to update the target values for the in situ measurements. Generally, the indirect learning-type control can be used to update the reference or set-point, control

![Fig. 6. Structure of indirect learning-type control. The narrow arrow line denotes the measurement information; the wide arrow line denotes the management decision.](image-url)
gain, working duration and other parameters. An indirect learning-type control is made up of a common learning-type control and a local controller. Section 4 focuses on how to design the common learning-type control, and there exist many methods that can be used to design the local controller. In principle, any real-time feedback control law can be chosen as the local control. The key point for designing indirect learning-type control is to choose the appropriate variable related to the local control that could be optimized by learning-type method. Therefore, the focus of this section is on what kind of local control is used and what variables are updated.

5.1. Indirect ILC

To combine adaptive control with ILC, many researchers prefer to formulate the combination as an indirect ILC form [55,56]. The indirect formulation was utilized in this case mainly for mathematical convenience, and the supervision function of ILC is not evident. In 1995, Bone [57] used ILC to update the disturbance estimation in the prediction model for GPC, and this combination scheme had been applied to a PUMA-762 robot. In [58], a neural-network-based controller was proposed for trajectory imitation of robot manipulators and ILC was used to update the weight of neural network. In [11,59], the local controls were designed by using PID and the references for PID control were optimized by ILC. The statistical results for the literature analysis in Section 6 will show that less than 10% of ILCs are of indirect form.

5.2. Indirect RC

In fact, as early as 1988, an indirect RC was proposed in [48]. A two-degree-of-freedom control worked as the local control, and a plug-in type RC was used to update the reference trajectory for the local control. RC was also used to update the reference trajectory for the local tracking controller in [60], and this algorithm was applied to pulse-width-modulated inverter. In [61], the gain matrices of a dynamic output feedback controller were scheduled by RC. This algorithm has been verified in rotational velocity regulation in a laser printer. As shown in Section 6, indirect RC comprises less than 10% of all RC.

5.3. Indirect R2R

R2R is frequently used to schedule the working duration (how long each run will last), e.g., for shallow trench isolation etch processes [50] and chemical vapor deposition [62]. In most of these papers, the local controller is not mentioned, because it is not the emphasis or there is no local control. Even if no local control is used, R2R for working duration is also considered to be indirect due to the special property of time, and the local control is open-loop in this case. Updating the set-point for the local control is another common application of indirect R2R. In [63], R2R was used to optimize the set-point for PID. Nonlinear real-time control and R2R were combined to control etch depth and spatial uniformity in reactive ion etching [64]. Fig. 3 in [65] shows a typical block diagram of indirect R2R.

Most R2Rs are utilized in the indirect form, which is the essence of R2R. In this situation, the real-time information can be used by the local controller, but the information used to update R2R must come from the previous cycle; therefore, the statement about real-time information and R2R mentioned in Section 3.3 is still correct.

6. Literature overview

All results presented in this section were found via literature searches in the Web of Science1 and the IEEE Xplore2 databases on August 8, 2008. Two searching fields, Title and Topic, were chosen in Web of Science, while Document Title and Full Text & All Fields were chosen in IEEE Xplore. The searching phrases were “iterative learning control”, “repetitive control”, and “run-to-run control”, respectively. Please note that the quotation mark was included to make sure that unrelated papers were not involved. Because the exact names were used in the literature search, it is possible that many important learning-type control publications were missed; however, the statistics in this section still can provide some essential facts. Table 2 shows the numbers of publications about three searching phrases in four different searching fields. The numbers of publications with title “ILC”, “RC” and “R2R” in Web of Science between 1998 and 2007 are shown in Fig. 7, and while the numbers of publications in IEEE Xplore from 1998 to 2007 are shown in Fig. 8. These figures demonstrate that publication numbers of learning-type control grew steadily in the recent 10 years.

There are so many publications that it is not efficient to systematically review all of them. Hence in this section the literature review is restricted to SCI papers (from Web of Science) with exact title “iterative learning control”, “repetitive control”, and “run-to-run control”. Through the electronic journal database system in the University of California Santa Barbara (UCSB), 207, 73, and 28 electronic papers have been found for ILC, RC, and R2R, respectively. The first author reviewed all these papers to separate them into direct or indirect learning-type control, simulation or experiment, and different controlled processes. The categorizations given in this section are based on the author’s subjective decision.

Among 207 articles on ILC, six of them are comments or replies to comments; three of them are survey papers; one paper is book

---

1 http://apps.isiknowledge.com/WOS_GeneralSearch_input.do?product=WOS&search_mode=GeneralSearch&SID=4JPCBeEz2mMm30@jab4&preferencesSaved=.
2 http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/search/advisearch.jsp.
Another puzzling case arises when there is a transformation between the learning-type control signal and the real control input. The criterion for this case is whether the transformation is related to measured output information. If the transformation is unrelated to measured output information, it cannot be considered feedback control, so the working duration cannot be considered the magnitude variable.

Among 193 ILC-related papers, 62 RC-related papers, and 26 R2R-related papers, 65, 40, and 14 of them, respectively, provide experimental results; other papers present only simulation results or even no validation results. The 65 ILC-related papers, 40 RC-related papers, and 14 R2R-related papers that present experimental results were categorized based on their application processes. Borrowing ideas from [67,68], the following categories were chosen: “robot”; “rotary system”, which includes motors and other rotating machineries; “other mechanical system”, which covers non-robotic/non-motor actuators, servo systems, mechanical valve and so on; “semiconductor system”; “power system”; “chemical process”; “biomedical system”; and “miscellaneous”. The statistic results on categorization of learning-type controls based on their application processes are provided in Table 4.

Among 193 ILC-related papers, nine papers proposed ILC in the frequency-domain. Strictly speaking, these algorithms should be categorized as RC, but the original classifications were maintained. Similarly, four of 62 RC-related papers presented controllers in the time-domain, so these algorithms should be denoted ILC. Correspondingly, so-called nonlinear RC could be proposed. In addition, seven of ILC-related papers and six of RC-related papers designed and analyzed control algorithms in both time and frequency-domains. It is very difficult to distinguish between ILC and RC in these situations.

### Table 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application Process</th>
<th>ILC</th>
<th>RC</th>
<th>R2R</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Robotics</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotary system</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other mechanical system</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semiconductor process</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power system</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical process</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optical disk system</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biomedical system</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miscellaneous</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig. 8.** Publication numbers of literature with the titles “ILC”, “RC”, and “R2R” in the IEEE Xplore database in the last 10 years. ILC denotes iterative learning control; RC denotes repetitive control; R2R denotes run-to-run control.

**Table 3**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Learning Type Control</th>
<th>Direct</th>
<th>Indirect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ILC</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2R</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7. Promising fields and outlook

As demonstrated in Figs. 7 and 8, learning-type control has been receiving increasing attention from researchers and practicing engineers. Based on the literature overview results in Section 6, some promising fields could be revealed, which will be helpful for theoretical studies.

From Table 3, most R2Rs act in the indirect form, but there are few works on indirect ILC or RC. Compared to direct form, indirect learning-type control has some advantages. First, the existing process structure need not change; only an outer loop module is added to update some parameters of the existing control. Second, in some cases, indirect learning-type control [69] has better robustness than the direct form [70]; this is because direct learning-type control must have a feedforward term, which is sensitive to variations in cycle direction, but a feedforward term is not necessary for the local controller of the indirect algorithm. In addition, the idea of the indirect method is very advanced: stability and robustness are not the only requirements for control design, and an optimization scheme should be utilized to improve the performance. In fact, indirect R2R has been successively applied in practice; however, the reported results on indirect ILC or RC are scarce.
Due to the greater flexibility, indirect ILC/RC could achieve more optimization tasks in many cases than indirect R2R; hence, it is a promising direction in the future.

From Table 4, it is obvious that learning-type control has been applied frequently in industrial processes; however, learning-type control’s potential beyond industrial processes has not been explored, e.g., there is only one result on a biomedical system [52], where run-to-run control was used to adjust prandial insulin dosing for type 1 diabetes. Taking into consideration all of the papers involved in Table 3, there are still two other papers [18,71] about insulin infusion based on run-to-run control; however, there is no article on ILC or RC for biomedical systems among the 193 ILC-related papers and 62 RC-related papers. Of course, due to the small statistical sample, this does not mean that there is not existing work on ILC or RC for biomedical systems—in fact, some related work, such as [72], have been found—however, it illustrates that the potential of implementing learning-type control to biomedical systems remains largely unfulfilled. Biomedical engineering is an exciting research field wherein control technologies can play a great role [73]. Due to the diurnal cycle, the human body and other organisms exhibit repetitive natures from day to day; therefore, biomedical systems should be logical application areas for learning-type control. Many studies indicate that the specialties of learning-type control can be exploited in these fields, such as glucose control, circadian rhythm regulation, and cell cycle control. Recently, ILC was successively applied in glucose control [69,70].

The authors believe that learning-type control for biomedical systems will have dramatic progress in the near future.

Driven by manufacturing business, the last 10 years witnessed a resurgent interest in batch processing technologies. Batch processes are the preferred manufacturing choice for low-volume and high-value products such as specialty chemicals, pharmaceuti-

cals, consumer products, and bio-products. In general, batch processes have some degree of repetitive nature; hence, designing learning-type control for batch processes is well motivated. ILC has been successfully used to control batch processes for a long time period. On the other hand, since the class of run-based processes includes batch processes, it is logical to use R2R in batch processes. The only issue remaining is RC for batch processes. In our opinion, there are two difficulties that must be addressed: (1) frequency-domain description for batch processes, and (2) storing the previous information. To the best knowledge of the authors, there is no specialized formulation for batch processes in the fre-

quency-domain. Therefore, the authors suggest that a batch process be considered as a continuous process, and design RC for the continuous process. As shown in Fig. 2, a time-delay module can be used to store the previous information; however, this is infeasible for batch processes, because the interval duration between two batches is varying. Hence, a memory operator should be used to replace the time-delay module.

Due to their finite duration, most batch processes show nonlinear behavior. In fact, most chemical processes exhibit nonlinearity. Therefore, designing the learning-type control for nonlinear systems is a very interesting and important problem. If indirect learning-type control is implemented, any nonlinear control method can be used to design the local controller for the nonlinear system. This is a straightforward issue for learning-type control. Therefore, only direct learning-type control is discussed in this regard. Due to the limitations of the frequency-domain framework, a linear model is required to design RC for a nonlinear system. Since only a static model is used to design R2R, nonlinear issues are not considered commonly in R2R-related papers. As pointed out in Section 3.3, R2R is an open-loop method. Hence, if a R2R is designed for a nonlinear system, the nonlinear system should be open-loop stable. Designing R2R based on nonlinear static models might be a promising direction [74].

ILC is a good framework to deal with system nonlinearity. In general, there are several ways to design nonlinear ILC. First, the updating law of ILC could be designed by using nonlinear control methods, e.g., fuzzy logic [39], neural network [38], and sliding mode control [75]. Second, the structure of the updating law is linear but with nonlinear gains [76,77]. Third, some nonlinear projections, e.g., deadzone [78] and saturation function [79], can be used to improve the robustness of ILC. In addition, by designing different control laws for odd and even batches, a special ILC scheme was proposed in [80]. Although there exist isolated results for nonlinear ILC, all of them were designed for a particular class of nonlinear systems, so general strategies for nonlinear ILC is still an open problem.

8. Guidelines for choosing learning-type control

This section will introduce some guidelines to aid engineers in choosing appropriate learning-type controllers for different problems.

If there are existing controllers in the considered processes and it is impossible or difficult to change the existing process structure, indirect learning-type control will be the first choice. As stated in Section 6, there are few reported works on indirect methods, so direct learning-type control will be a better choice for other cases. Next, the strong points of direct ILC, RC, and R2R will be discussed respectively.

If there is no frequent measurement available, R2R will be the only choice. On the other hand, if the repetitive nature of the process is not very good, R2R will work better than ILC/RC. For example, if the cycle durations have significant variation, it is difficult to design a good ILC or RC controller, because all existing work on ILC/RC have an implied assumption that the cycle durations are the same or at least similar. ILC/RC is better at controlling processes with frequent measurements and reliable repetitive nature. As previously stated, ILC denotes time-domain-based ILC/RC and RC denotes frequency-domain-based ILC/RC in this section. Hence, in order to make clear the differences between ILC and RC, the differences between time-domain and frequency-domain methods must be delineated. It is clear that the time-domain method is the only choice for nonlinear systems. It is widely accepted that for multi-input multi-output (MIMO) systems, the time-domain method is more convenient than the frequency-domain method. However, the comparison between time-domain and frequency-domain methods is debatable in the case of single-input single-output (SISO) linear systems. In our opinion, one reason for the frequency-domain method widely used in practice is that it displays some advantages in working for SISO linear systems. Therefore, RC is recommended for SISO linear systems in this paper, even though it might be unfair for ILC.

These statements mentioned previously are summarized in Table 5. The distinctions of indirect ILC, RC, and R2R are similar.
to that of direct ILC, RC and R2R. On the basis of these conclusions, a guideline for choosing appropriate learning-type control methods for different problems is presented in Fig. 9.

9. Conclusions

In this paper, the control methods ILC, RC, and R2R were compared systematically. The distinction between ILC/RC and R2R is clear. The output of R2R is constant or at least its structure is constant, while both the output of ILC/RC and its structure could be varying. The distinctions between ILC and RC are less easily defined. In our opinion, this is an issue left over from history: ILC was originally proposed in time-domain, while RC was presented in frequency-domain.

By transforming these methods into a uniform mathematical formulation, the similarities and features of learning-type control methods become much clearer. Essentially, ILC and RC are the same—updating the control signal in both time and cycle directions based on the historical data. Furthermore, designing controllers by using both time-domain and frequency-domain methods becomes more common, so it is difficult to distinct ILC and RC in some cases. Hence, it is cautiously suggested that ILC and RC could be considered the same thing in the future.

According to the application mode, learning-type control was divided into two classes—direct form and indirect form. Based on the statistical results in Section 6, indirect learning-type control is an open problem with a bright future. In order to explain the main ideas as briefly as possible, some interesting, but atypical, issues, such as higher-order, are not discussed in this paper.
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